The sculpturing of the vertebrate body plan into segments begins with the sequential formation of somites 15 in the presomitic mesoderm (PSM). The rhythmicity of this process is controlled by travelling waves of 16 gene expression. These kinetic waves emerge from coupled cellular oscillators and sweep across the 17 PSM. In zebrafish, the oscillations are driven by autorepression of her genes and are synchronized via 18 Notch signalling. Mathematical modelling has played an important role in explaining how collective 19 properties emerge from the molecular interactions. Increasingly more quantitative experimental data 20 permits the validation of those mathematical models, yet leads to increasingly more complex model 21 formulations that hamper an intuitive understanding of the underlying mechanisms. Here, we review 22 previous efforts, and design a mechanistic model of the her1 oscillator, which represents the 23 experimentally viable her7;hes6 double mutant. This genetically simplified system is ideally suited to 24 conceptually recapitulate oscillatory entrainment and travelling wave formation, and to highlight open 25 questions. It shows that three key parameters, the autorepression delay, the juxtacrine coupling delay, 26 and the coupling strength, are sufficient to understand the emergence of the collective period, the 27 collective amplitude, and the synchronization of neighbouring Her1 oscillators. Moreover, two
Introduction 33
The body axis of vertebrates is segmented into anatomical modules consisting of vertebrae and their 34 associated muscles. This segmentation has a key role in defining the mode of locomotion of an animal 35 (Ward & Mehta, 2011) . The embryonic precursors of the segments are called somites. The bilateral On a tissue level, one observes that the segmentation or somitogenesis period, the period with which the 142 somites are formed, is equivalent to the period at which the travelling waves reach the wavefront 143 (Soroldoni et al., 2014) . This period is lengthened by the autorepression delay, as well as shortened in 
150
The size of the forming somite, referred to as 0, has been determined to be half of the wavelength at the 
157
Furthermore, the segmentation scales with the body size (Cooke, 1975; Tam, 1981) . Scaling of somite 158 size, oscillation phase and travelling wave velocity has also been recently reported to occur during an ex 159 vivo segmentation process, but the mechanism remains unknown (Lauschke et al., 2013). 
185
Here, we develop a parsimonious mechanistic model, corresponding to the her7;hes6 double mutant, that 186 can account for the three principles mentioned above. For that, we revisit a simple model of the zebrafish 
The two components of the model are the cytosolic mRNA, , and the nuclear protein, , of Her1. The
212
nuclear protein is produced at a translation rate = 4.5 min !! and degraded at a rate = 0.23 min !! 213 (Lewis, 2003) . The transcription rate is given by = 33 min !! and the mRNA is degraded at = 214 0.23 min !! , the same degradation rate as for the protein ( 
221
= − (3) = ! ( − ! , ! , ! ) autorepression ((1 − ) + ! ( ext − ! , ! , ! )) coupling − (4)
225
The transcription is repressed by the Notch signal, which depends in our model on the average Her1 226 concentration in neighbouring cells ext . Again, we use a negative Hill function to model coupling via 227 mutual repression, with a Hill constant ! = 40 and a Hill coefficient ! = 1. We introduced the parameter 228 ∈ [0,1] to regulate coupling strength; as a default, we use maximal coupling, = 1. We also summarize 229 the her1-related delays into one autorepression delay ! , rendering the model more abstract, but simpler 230 to understand. We considered ! = 10 min as a default value. The expression of deltaC is delayed by 231 translational and transcriptional delays, which have been estimated to be roughly 30 min and 10 min, 
Consequently, its approximate duration is ! ≈ 50 min.
239
The zebrafish segmentation process is sensitive to body size and temperature (Cooke, 1975; Tam, 1981;  
280
The relationship of the period and the delay can be understood intuitively: the autorepression peak must 281 reside in the region where the oscillation amplitude is decreasing ( Figure 3B ). Therefore, the period must 282 be at least twice as long as the autorepression delay. Lewis described this phenomenon mathematically:
283
in the extreme case of a discrete on/off oscillation the autonomous period is given by ! = 2 ! (Lewis, initial concentrations to zero and starting expression in all cells simultaneously, we observe a first peak of 292 Her1 oscillation that is massively increased relative to the consecutive peaks, because the system initially 293 has no memory of autorepression ( Figure 4A ). As time goes, in the absence of intercellular coupling, the 294 autonomously oscillating cells lose their synchrony due to noise ( Figure 4A ).
295
In the wild type, autonomous oscillators are coupled via Notch signalling, which increases robustness of 
307
Taken together, we observe in our model that the strength of juxtacrine coupling is regulating the 308 robustness of cell-cell entrainment, while the delay of this coupling is regulating whether expression of 309 her1 in neighbouring cells is synchronized or anti-synchronized. In the following section, we examine how 310 exactly the coupling delay influences the collective behaviour of her1 oscillators. 
323
Furthermore, we observe in our her7;hes6 double mutant model that for most coupling delays the 324 collective period is higher than the autonomous period ( Figure 5A ), contrasting with measurements in wild 
327
What is it that defines whether cells synchronize or not? Using the words of Lewis, "the 'push' that the 328 one cell delivers to its neighbour must be received in the correct part of the neighbour's own oscillation 329 cycle if it is to promote synchronized oscillation" (Lewis 2003). We describe this "correct part" heuristically,
330
as the time intervals where the oscillation amplitude is decreasing, given the neighbouring oscillators are 331 aligned in-phase (blue regions in Figure 5 ; see SI for details). When the coupling delay does not meet this 332 requirement, the phases will adjust to anti-synchrony, such that the "push" still occurs in the region where 333 gene expression descends ( Figure 5C, right) . We notice that the crudely estimated coupling delay 334 ! ≈ 50 min lies in the second region of synchronization ( Figure 5A and 5B) . In other words, the 335 information is transmitted to the neighbouring cell with a delay bigger than one oscillation cycle.
337
In summary, when varying the coupling delay in our model, we observe alternating regions of shown above that for a given autorepression delay, modulations of the coupling will critically define 344 collective properties of cellular her1 oscillators ( Figure 5 ). We have observed alternating regions of 345 synchronization and anti-synchronization with respect to the coupling delay ( Figure 5 ). Evaluating the 346 combined effect of both, the autorepression and the coupling delay, we observe that the regions of 347 synchronization and anti-synchronization gradually shift towards higher coupling delay values when 348 increasing the autorepression delay ( Figure 6A ). Because the autorepression delay ! is included in the 349 coupling delay ! (Eq. 5), ! > ! is infeasible ( Figure 6A) 
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We observe that in the case of uncoupled oscillators, initial synchrony is gradually lost ( Figure 7A ),
394
leading to severe irregularities in the wave pattern ( Figure 7C ). This corresponds well with experimentally 
417
We are convinced that examining minimal models can be an instructive approach to gain a more 418 fundamental understanding of complex processes (Goldenfeld & Kadanoff, 1999 
431
We show that the travelling wave formation in zebrafish can be understood by the control of three 
451
The second time delay in our model, the coupling delay, represents the time needed for coupled 452 oscillators to exchange Her1 oscillation phase information. This delay is not relevant in Notch pathway 453 mutants, where juxtacrine coupling is interrupted and cells oscillate autonomously. We conclude that due 454 to the long coupling delay of roughly 50 min, the information exchange in the her7;hes6 double mutant 455 takes longer than one oscillation cycle (second region of synchronization in Figure 5 and 6A). The
456
experimental measurement of this coupling delay is inherently difficult. But for any value between 43 min 457 and 60 min, the system remains in the same region of synchronization ( Figure 5 ), which will lead to the 458 same qualitative conclusions. In general, the coupling delay is a potent regulator of collective period and 
468
We notice an intuitive similarity in the behaviour of coupling and autorepression feedback loops: to 469 sustain oscillation, the peak of inhibition must occur in the time intervals where the amplitude of the 470 receiving oscillator is decreasing. Either the receiving oscillator is the sending oscillator itself ( Figure 3B ) 471 or its neighbour ( Figure 5C ).
473
Because the coupling delay incorporates the autorepression delay, changes in coupling delay must be 474 greater or equal to the changes in autorepression delay for an individual cell that moves through the time 475 delay phase space ( Figure 6A ). We have discussed that for autonomous Her1 oscillators it is only 476 possible to modulate the autorepression delay to achieve reasonable period and amplitude gradients 477 ( Figure 7A and Supplementary figure S4 ). This mechanism, however, is not applicable for the coupled 478 Her1 oscillators (Supplementary figure S5) , which modulate their autonomous period additionally by 479 exchanging phase information with their neighbours. For the coupled oscillators, our model indicates only 480 one mechanism to achieve gradients in collective period and amplitude, and to remain in the same region theoretical framework, such a switch would imply that Dll4 upregulation is modulating the relative length 522 of the collective period and the coupling delay of the cellular oscillators (illustrated in Figure 5C ), driving 523 the system into a region of synchronization ( Figure 6A ). The sensitivity analysis of the emergent collective 524 period ( Figure 6B, Supplementary figure S2 and S3) suggests that time delays are the most potent 
